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First, take a walk through your home and 
try to see it through a potential buyer’s 
eyes. Consider the following aspects of 
your home:

Having too many things in your house will 
make it appear smaller and darker than 
it really is. Go through your belongings 
and get rid of everything you don’t want 
or need. (Bonus: This will make moving 
much easier!) This is particularly important 

in your closets, garage, and other storage 
spaces. If your home still looks cluttered 
but you can’t bear to part with any more 
items, consider purchasing storage 
space for a few months while you show 
your house.

You may have grown immune to certain 
aspects of uncleanliness in your home, 
but they will stand out to buyers. Take the 
time to clean your house thoroughly 

from top to bottom. Although you may 
clean the most-used spots of your home 
regularly, this is the time to wash the walls, 
steam clean the carpet, and clean other 
less obvious spots such as your blinds, 
roof gutters, and window bottoms. To 
make the best possible impression, hire 
professional cleaners to deep-clean your 
home.

A clean, organized home will help buyers 
see it in its best light and more easily 
imagine their own lives and possessions in 
your house.

CLEAN YOUR HOME1#

Clutter
Cleanliness
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Perhaps the biggest fault of for-sale-by-
owner listings is overestimating the price 
of their home.

If you already have an amount in mind 
that you think your house is worth, let it 
go. Listing your home at a price that fails 
to match the current market or be at least 
somewhat competitive in your area is, 
quite frankly, a waste of time.

Instead, hire an appraiser or Realtor to 
assess the value of your home. Not only 
will this help you choose a realistic listing 

price, but you’ll have a solid reference 
point in the event that someone accuses 
you of overestimating your home’s worth.

Once you have your official appraisal, 
make a copy of it to store in a safe 
place. Use the original to go over with 
prospective buyers. 

If you’d like to do some research yourself, 
look at comparables rather than property 
tax assessments, which are often out of 
date. Comparables—or what other homes 
similar to yours in size in your area have 

sold for—will give you a more accurate 
idea of what to expect.

Note: Reviewing “what’s sold” more 
than “what’s for sale” will set your 
expectations for your sale price most 
appropriately. A property is only worth 
what someone is willing to pay for it, so 
focus on the recent comparable sales of 
which someone has actually purchased.

EVALUATE YOUR PROPERTY’S VALUE2#
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Hire a home inspector before you 
officially list your home. Many real estate 
contracts will permit buyers to inspect the 
property, so beat them to it! Make any 
necessary repairs to electrical/heating 
systems, plumbing, electrical wiring, 
appliances, or even the roof or foundation. 

Making these repairs up front will 
strengthen your negotiating position 
with prospective buyers.

GET YOUR HOME INSPECTED3#
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Prospective buyers are about to shell 
out a LOT of money on a home, so it’s 
no wonder that they’ll be looking for 
something as move-in ready as possible. 
Ugly landscaping, bad paint colors, or 
faulty plumbing could drive potential 

buyers away, even if they love everything 
else about your house.

Don’t lose buyers to these simple fixes. 
Hire contractors, painters, or mechanics to 
make your home move-in ready.

What’s not “move-in ready” can, and often 
will be, leveraged against you in the form 
of a discounted offer from buyers.

MAKE YOUR HOME MOVE-IN READY4#
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Before officially listing your home, create 
a list of all its selling points. These 
might include easy freeway access, 
good schools, energy-saving windows, a 
renovated kitchen, or anything else that 
increases the value of your home. These 
are the points you should highlight in your 

ads. You may also want to memorize 
your selling points to prepare for 
conversations with buyers.

MAKE A LIST OF SELLING POINTS5#
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Summer is the most popular time for 
people to move, as it is warm out and 
they can avoid having their children switch 
schools mid-year.

Thus, for best results, begin marketing 
your home in April or May and continue to 
promote it through the summer. If you still 
haven’t sold by fall, scale back your efforts 
until the following summer.

It’s important to also take your 
neighborhood market trends into 
account. For instance, if many homes 
in your neighborhood have recently 
been sold close to their listing prices, 
this will increase the value of your 
home. Conversely, if your neighborhood 
has experienced many short sales or 
foreclosures, this will decrease the value 
of your home.

Most comparables can only determine the 
value of your home for 30-90 days after 
the sale date, so try to time your listing as 
closely to a neighborhood “boom” as you 
can. 

PAY ATTENTION TO TIMING6#
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The home a buyer is interested in 
purchasing is the one they can imagine 
themselves living in.

Make it easy for them by staging your 
home. You can hire a professional or do it 
yourself.

A properly staged home is uncluttered, 
spacious, clean, and neutral. Try to 
appeal to the demographic of your most 
likely buyer (bachelor, family, etc.). 
Furniture should be sparse and arranged 

in a way that opens up the rooms. Any 
furniture that is not essential or pleasing to 
the eye should be placed in storage along 
with your excess possessions. Small 
decorations such as fresh flowers, accent 
cushions, or bowls of fruit can go a long 
way in making the house presentable. 
Walls should be painted neutral colors to 
appeal to as many people as possible. 
Leave enough possessions in rooms to 
make them appear homely—but err on the 
minimal side. Remove anything personal 
(family photos, etc.).

Staging extends to the outside of your 
home, too. Clean up your planters, trim 
your bushes, and rake the leaves. If you 
don’t have much greenery, potted plants 
are a cheap and easy way to spruce up a 
less-than-exciting front yard.

Finally, take professional photos 
that show each room in its best light. 
Rooms with lots of windows should be 
photographed during the day. In darker 
rooms, turn on all possible lights before 
taking pictures.

STAGE YOUR HOME7#
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If you don’t live in a high-traffic 
neighborhood, you’ll need to do more than 
put a “For Sale” sign on your front lawn.

A few effective ways to market your 
home are:

1. Using online classifieds. Post an ad 
for your home on Craigslist, local news 
sites, or social media.

2. Posting flyers on stop light poles at 
busy intersections.

3. Post to Facebook Marketplace. Love 
it or hate it, Facebook has the consumers’ 
attention.

4. Using word of mouth. Tell everyone 
you know that you’re selling your house—
friends, family, coworkers, etc. It may also 
be wise to clue in local bank managers, 
school principals, and any large 
companies recruiting new employees to 
the area.

5. Consider a commission for a Buyers’ 
Agent. Most real estate transactions 
involve an agent in some capacity, 
especially when people are buying 
a home. Most buyers are frequently 
intimidated by the idea of negotiating 
on their own a sale directly with a seller 
on and will hire a Realtor to represent 
them, or they will often avoid the 
property altogether. If you want agents’ 

endorsements of your home, you may 
(and very likely will) have to incentivize 
them.

6. Consider a Flat Fee MLS Service. 
The ol’ marketing adage goes “Exposure 
creates demand, demand drives value,” 
thus to receive maximum exposure for 
your home, listing it on the MLS will get 
a great deal of it done. In today’s real 
estate environment, this can be done 
in most markets for less than $500.  
A list of resources can be found at 
NoAgentNeeded.com, or a simple Google 
search for “flat fee listing” will give you 
options.

MARKET YOUR HOME8#
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When buyers or Realtors start contacting 
you to see your home, try to be as 
accommodating as possible. Keep in 
mind that many people will want to see 
your home during regular business hours, 
so if you can’t take work off, arrange for 
a close friend or family member to show 
your home instead.

Before the buyers arrive, make your 
home as clean and enticing as 
possible. Clean up any last minute clutter 
and wash any dirty dishes. Secure your 

valuables in a safe place. Light a candle 
and air out your house (remember, you 
might be immune to the strange smells 
in your home). Make the temperature in 
the house comfortable and turn on any 
necessary lights.

When the buyers arrive, be a good 
host. Introduce yourself and try to find 
out a little about their living situation 
(children, pets, etc.) so you can present 
the home with these things in mind. Keep 
the conversation upbeat and positive 

throughout the tour. If they would like 
a moment alone, direct them to the 
kitchen or backyard so they are not left 
unsupervised in more secluded areas of 
your home. 

Before they leave, provide them 
with a small card with your contact 
information. This will make you seem 
competent, prepared, and, ultimately, 
someone they would like to buy their 
house from.

SHOW YOUR HOME9#
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RECEIVE OFFERS AND 
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RECEIVE OFFERS AND 

NEGOTIATE CONTRACTS
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In the event that you receive no serious 
bids, make yourself a timeline to lower 
the asking price. This might sound 
something like, “If I haven’t gotten a 
serious bid by September, I’ll lower the 
price $50K. If I still haven’t sold by the 
end of the year, I’ll lower it another $25K.” 

Having this set ahead of time will take the 
emotion out of your decision making and 
help your sell your home quicker.

MAKE A TIMELINE10#
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If you aren’t getting offers, take a walk 
through your neighborhood and ask 
yourself why you would or wouldn’t 
want to purchase your home.

Be honest with yourself! If your home isn’t 
listed at a price that is competitive for your 

neighborhood, it may be time to rethink 
your listing price. Otherwise, you’ll be 
stuck paying property taxes, maintenance 
costs, and cleaning fees as you struggle 
to keep your home looking move-in ready 
through the entire selling period.

TAKE ON YOUR BUYER’S PERSPECTIVE11#
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If you’re hesitant to lower the listing price 
but aren’t receiving offers, there are other 
ways to make your home a better deal.

Offer buyers any of the following:
• A credit on closing costs
• A transferable home warranty to cover 

future malfunctions of appliances
• Expedited closing on the home

SWEETEN THE DEAL12#
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CLOSE THE DEALCLOSE THE DEAL
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Since a Realtor normally handles the 
finances of selling a home, buyers will 
assume you have the same knowledge. 
Make sure to educate yourself on the 
process of helping sellers choose a 
mortgage broker.

A great way to do this is to team up 
with a local mortgage company. You 
can provide the loan officer with leads, 
and in return, they can help you with the 

transaction. Plus, mortgage brokers are 
a great resource for finding buyers in the 
first place, as they often have clients who 
are approved but still in the market for a 
home.
 
Lenders may also:
• Estimate your closing costs
• Create a flyer that lists monthly 

payments based on the expected 
purchase price

• Hold a meet and greet at your open 
house to educate prospective buyers 
about their lending options

• Provide you with accurate financing 
lingo you can use in your marketing 
(“zero down,” “internet-only options,” 
etc.)

NAVIGATE FINANCING13#
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If a buyer is on the fence about placing 
an offer on your home, don’t hesitate to 
sweeten the deal. You can use any of 
the options from #12 or you can get even 
more creative by reading the situation. 
Is the buyer disappointed in your electric 
stove? Offer to throw in a gas range at 
your expense. Are they concerned about 

the state of your wood floors? Bring the 
offer down $1000 to cover the cost of 
re-varnishing. Ultimately, these costs will 
be far less than continuing to pay the 
mortgage on a home you no longer want.

If someone makes a low-ball offer on your 
home, don’t discount it right away. You 

can always make counteroffers and 
negotiate upwards. Often times, a low-
ball offer is merely a starting point for a 
buyer. Don’t get emotional, just counter. 
Always counter. Never let the ball bounce 
twice in your court.

PREPARE TO NEGOTIATE14#
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Finally, close the transaction as quickly 
as possible once you have entered into 
a contract with a buyer. Have all of the 
necessary disclosure documents required 
by your state ready to go. Consider 

taking a final offer to a lawyer to get it 
professionally evaluated.

Once you’ve accepted an offer, move out 
as quickly as you can.

Congratulations! You’ve officially sold your 
own home.
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CLOSE QUICKLY AND CLEANLY15#


